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WARSAW PIONEER
HERITAGE DAYS
2018

DRAKE
HARBOR
By Samantha Henley KE0LMY

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

In October 2017, the Benton County, MO Amateur Radio
Emergency Service attended Warsaw Pioneer Heritage
Days at Drake Harbor in Warsaw, Missouri. For over six
hours, many members of the group interacted with the
public, displaying their knowledge and informing curious
onlookers about the hobby of amateur radio and how it is
used for emergency communications. Rick Wade
(KD0CNC), then Emergency Coordinator, provided his
emergency communications trailer and a fold out table to
the group to aid in the demonstration.
During the public interaction, members of the BC ARES
handed out pencils, pamphlets, and other items to
increase public awareness in the hobby and in ARES.
The youngest member of the group, Renee Cason
(KE0LMZ), was immersed in the outreach, directing
people over to the trailer and encouraging the children to
take turns speaking on the radio. Offsite, several
members were standing by to take the third party
contacts! It was an extremely successful endeavor!
The BC ARES is hoping to replicate and improve upon
their past efforts at Warsaw Pioneer Heritage Days 2018.
Between now and October, the group will discuss their
efforts and accept volunteers for this great public outreach
opportunity!
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THE WELCOMING WORLDS OF
HAM RADIO AND CERT
AN EDITORIAL BY KELLY STANFIELD W0YQG

My name is Kelly Stanfield and my callsign is W0YQG. I have been visually impaired since birth. I’m a
third generation ham radio operator on my mother’s side of my family. When I came to the Benton
County, MO Amateur Radio Emergency Service (BC ARES) in August of 2017 I held a Technician level
license. The following is a list of the people who have helped me in ham radio, the BC ARES, and
Benton County, MO Community Emergency Response Team (BC CERT) organizations since July of
2017. A few of the people named here are not from this area, but I feel they need to be recognized for
what they have done.
Samantha (Sam) Henley (KE0LMY): BC ARES and CERT
Sam was the first voice I met on the radio as she ran the BC ARES net on Sunday, July 9, 2017. She
offered, after talking with me that evening, for me to come with her family to a hamfest in Warrensburg
the next weekend. Sam was one of the first people I met in my new area who wasn’t just in a group
with me. It felt like she wanted to be my friend as well, not just a fellow group member. She gave me a
ride to my first couple of BC ARES meetings. Sam has taken me to and from the train station in Sedalia
in October and December so I could go to the Kansas City area to take classes to upgrade my amateur
radio license. As of Halloween 2017, she is Benton County’s Emergency Coordinator (EC). I’ve enjoyed
that she lets me run the BC ARES net one Sunday out of a month. She’s been my ride to the BC CERT
training. Sam is also the Deputy Director of the Benton County, MO Emergency Management Agency.
In this position, she helped to run the CERT training that took place in March of 2018. On the day of the
medical training, one of the videos showed how to take off gloves without getting anything on yourself.
Sam came and said she was going to start teaching me how to work with the gloves. We both agreed
that my friend Craig, who you’ll read about, said to make sure I was shown anything I could be shown.
Even though she could see I was getting frustrated, Sam didn’t let me quit. She found a way to break
the task of taking off gloves into steps, which in the end is what it took for me to learn the process.
When the Firemen, Chad and Ron, came to instruct our fire safety and light search and rescue she
asked them to come teach me hands-on how to use a fire extinguisher. She made sure I saw the Fire
department’s equipment that was brought to the class. Sam even puts a description with pictures she
posts on Facebook. She is kind enough to tag me when she posts a picture of me. This is very
appreciated because it helps me to feel more included even though I can’t see the pictures. Because
Sam does this, I know what is in the picture and other things about it.
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Renee Cason (KE0LMZ): BC ARES, BC CERT, and more
This young version of her mother, Sam Henley, meets me at the BC ARES meetings and makes sure I
know how to find where the meeting is being held. She is figuring out how to describe things that are
visual. I still have a tactile art project which I gave her a 100 percent on for her grade. From this project,
I especially learned how fluffy clouds can be from the cotton she used to represent them. When the BC
CERT training was working on medical related topics she was one of the ones who added extra
explanations to help me follow along. When I was examining the splint, she put it on herself to let me
feel how one is done.
Alex Cason
I’ve enjoyed how Sam’s son, Alex, has found creative ways to let me know how things look, which I
hadn’t asked anyone about previously. Sometimes, he just thinks I should know. Thanks to Sam and
Alex I have a picture in my mind of a tractor. They showed me a tractor on their farm. That day, I
discovered the idea I’d created in my mind was nowhere close. When I returned from my general class
on October 9, he spotted me and came straight to get me as I got off the train. Alex was my sighted
guide for the day when I went with his family to the Raytown Ham Fest on Saturday, November 4, 2017.
A friend of mine, who was also visually impaired, passed away at the end of October. Having passed my
general test on October 8, I was studying for my extra, the final level of license. I’d ended up taking
parts of the week off from studying since I couldn’t keep focused. Alex and I met up with Craig at the
Raytown Ham Fest. Craig helped me deal with my friend’s death enough that I could get back to
studying. All throughout this and another point where I was stopped while I was being greeted by
people Alex stayed with me.
Roger Henley (KD0WXT): BC ARES
Roger is Sam's husband and Renee and Alex's stepfather. He brought me home from the BC ARES
meeting once. He’s also been an encouragement by letting me know how my signal is when he’s
running the net and I check into it.
Robert Scott (KD0AFI)
Robert and I both attended our first BC ARES meeting in August of 2017. In mid-August, he found
information about a class for the general, second, level of licensing that would be held in early October.
He had Sam pass along the information to me. When she forwarded the e-mail, Sam encouraged me
to contact the instructors about any accommodations they might be willing to make for me. I made
the call the same evening. Starting in October, Robert and his wife Della kd0afj have given me a ride to
the BC ARES meeting in Warsaw.
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Here’s who I’d like to especially thank related to my amateur radio classes.
Ted Hatfield (NF0M)
I called Ted and his wife Norma in mid-August and I introduced myself as a visually impaired ham. I
also told them I’d tried three times previously to pass my general. Ted said they’d previously had a
totally blind person take their general class and pass. We realized there was a difference in how that
person and I would learn since he’d lost his sight as an adult. Because of the train schedule, I was going
to have to stay in the Kansas City area for the weekend of the class. Ted and Norma ended up putting
me in a hotel for the weekend. He insisted it was on his dime. As we talked Ted, Norma and I
discovered we all know Craig. Ted asked if I thought it might help for Craig to come to the class to help
make sure I kept up. Ted thought of this since Craig and I have both been visually impaired since birth.
We figured he’d already know the extras like drawing math concepts on the as the class is being taught
that I might need. I figured it couldn’t hurt at all to ask if Craig would be willing to come to the class. I
didn’t find out from Ted and Norma that they had been able to find a ride for Craig to be at the class
until they picked me up from the train station when I went up for the general class in October. All
through the general and extra Ted and the other instructors read the questions, their explanations, and
their correct answer. After I passed my general Ted filled out some of the paperwork I’d need to send to
get my Grandpa’s callsign, which became mine on December 8, 2017.
Norma Hatfield (W0KC)
I also made sure to introduce myself to Norma, Ted’s wife, since she is in charge of the testing for the
classes. She helps with other things throughout the weekend, for instance getting sandwiches ready for
lunch. As soon as she heard I know Craig we all had stories to trade. By the Sunday of the general class,
she had figured out where I would take my test. This is because I would have my test read aloud and
marked for me. We didn’t want to distract the other students while they took their tests. She set up a
similar situation when I took the extra class in December of 2017.
David Albright (KE0DSV)
I originally met David by phone in the summer of 2016. Because Ted went to find David, then kept me
in one place while David and his wife came to where I’d been stopped, I met him in person at the
Raytown Ham Fest. I stayed with David and his wife Jane when I took the extra class at the beginning
of December of 2017. David was listed to take the class with me. However, he’d passed his test the
weekend beforehand. He still came to the class, because he wanted to meet the other students and see
me pass my test. David showed me his HF radio on Monday, December 4 before he and his wife took
me to the train station. We’d been told I should see it.
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Craig Martin (KY0O)
Where to begin with someone who’s been a best friend and teacher to me since I was fourteen? Craig
was the first person to introduce me to ham radio. Because of where we each lived we hadn’t met up in
person since I left Kansas City in September of 2004. Craig also worked with the visually impaired
students of all ages in the Kansas City, MO. school district for approximately ten years. I mention this
because it helped him find ways to add extra information while teaching is being done. I called Craig
the same night I first spoke to Ted and Norma. Ted told me Craig had been at their classes in the past.
When I told him about the general class Craig said I should absolutely come take it. When I told him
the date he agreed to come to the class with me. He said I’d tried three other times, we needed to
make my general happen this fourth time. I hadn’t been able to get access to much material to study
for the general test. The weeks leading up to the general class he met with me by phone to help me
have some understanding of the things I would learn or review in class. Somehow he figured out things
I hadn’t followed even if I didn’t mention it myself. Upon passing my general we both said we’d be back
in December for the extra class. I had more access to study material for the extra. We still met weekly
to sort out topics I hadn’t understood. There were some topics it took a few tries for me to understand,
but he didn’t seem to mind. After my classes, he has continued to assist. I passed my extra test on the
evening of December 3, 2017. As I was leaving Craig said I was on orders to take a break and do no
studying at all for the week. He doesn’t issue something as an order very often. I found out on Saturday,
December 9, 2017, why I’d been issued the order. This is because he already knew that the BC ARES had
collected money and purchased a Kenwood TS 590 SG for me. They also purchased the antenna
supplies for it. Craig has also translated materials so I could load them into my Braille-based note taker.
He’s also been a strong encouragement when I don’t understand a new facet of ham radio.
AFTER MY RADIO CLASSES
Uncle Joe Krout (KR0UT)
While studying for my technician license I requested radio
recommendations from the Handi Ham Program in Minnesota.
Craig had agreed to look at these and recommend to my Uncle
and Grandpa from it since what he’s using isn’t made anymore.
After speaking with him my Kenwood tmv71a 2 meter 440 radio
was purchased. Uncle Joe helped with finding a radio I could
use for my HT and HF radios as well. My Uncle has made sure I
know what is needed to get started using each of my radios as I
received them. Uncle Joe has had ideas of ways I could make
things work easier when I bring him things I’m starting to do in
ham radio. He reminded me to jump into action when he heard
Sam was looking for net control operators for the BC ARES net.
He and Craig both came to the BC ARES meeting when I was
presented with my HF radio by the group on December 92017.
He came down to the house where I live two more times in
December to set up my antennas for me. The first day he came
by himself, and the second he surprised me by bringing Craig
with him to help since he could show me some basics of how
to use my new radio. Craig also kept me company while Uncle
Joe worked outside.
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CERT TRAINING
Marie Payne-Bowman: BC MO CERT Coordinator
I’d been recommended by Craig to take CERT training upon finding
it in Benton County. Marie was listed as the instructor of the March
2018 CERT training when I found the information from a post on the
Benton County Emergency Management Facebook page. When I
sent Marie an e-mail, she said she’d not had a visually impaired person
in a class previously. A week before the class I found out I could take it.
Marie had spoken to Sam, and Sam said she’d told Marie some activities
I could do behind the scenes. Marie added descriptions of the types of
areas CERT can and can’t perform a rescue. Throughout the training,
Marie also gave ideas of things I could keep in writing to submit.
Christy Barber: BC MO CERT and Deer Creek Fire Protection District
In particular, as medical related topics were being demonstrated Christy would add descriptions for me.
When Sam was demonstrating with Renee and Alex how to do a head-to-toe examination she came
over where I was and added comments to what Sam was already describing of the process. Extra
pieces of information like this can be a good help to a visually impaired person in understanding how to
do something. She’s helped me to learn how to get around in the room where we had the training.
When I was showing how to use a fire extinguisher after the test on our last day she saw I’d missed a
step. She took my hand, showed me the part of the fire extinguisher I’d not done, pulling the seal at the
top, and had me start over. I didn’t mind. Sometimes you do a task again to get the process in your
mind.
Martha Foster: BC MO CERT Assistant CERT Coordinator
Martha took a seat by me and used my hand to diagram the pictures that were being shown. She
described the different types of smoke when we watched a video about them in the fire safety unit.
Because the CERT training was a few days I ended up making that section shorter. There may be
someone I didn’t list. If so, I apologize.
I feel truly blessed to have these people in my life. I love to be able to reach out and speak to people I
may not otherwise meet. I continue to learn new things, participate in activities, and put my skills to
good use! My hope for the future is to communicate around the world. This would let me learn more
about the other countries and people.
I’m currently working on learning
Morse Code, which will help me
achieve this dream, since its signal
carries farther than voice signal!
Maybe one day, it will be YOU on the
other end of the radio!
Thank you for reading!
73,
Kelly Stanfield
W0YQG

Truman

Bagnell

Pomme de Terre

Stockton
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WE HAVE DOUGHNUTS!
Jericho Ty tells his story as he explores the French's best kept secret, p. 12

www.facebook.com/groups/188420968445428/
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BC ARES

MONTHLY
MEETINGS
By Samantha Henley
Photographs by Renee Cason
Each month, the BC ARES hosts a meeting where we
gather together to discuss the group's activities, do
some training, and spend time talking and working
together. We welcome new members all the time, so
the meetings also give the new members a chance to
meet existing members.
As we work toward becoming a cohesive, effective,
dependable emergency communications group, we
find ourselves both taking from old ideas (no need to
reinvent the wheel!) and coming up with new, fresh
ideas on the direction the group is following. With
advancements in the technology used in the amateur
radio industry, we find it beneficial to brush up on the
ever-changing ham radio world. We also see the value
in not forgetting our roots and we look forward to
learning CW as a group in the coming months!
If you are curious about our group and would like to
join us at one of our meetings, we gather on the second
Saturday each month in Warsaw, MO, at 9 AM. The
location alternates between the Benton County Health
Department and the Benton County 911 Center. You
can visit us at bentoncountyares.org for more
information!
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INSTRUCTIONAL

HOW DO I GET
INTO HAM RADIO?
You’ve made the decision to become a licensed
amateur (ham) radio operator, but what do you
do next?
First, congratulations on making such a great
decision! The hobby of ham radio can be used
for many things, including chatting with other
hams, contesting, and even helping with
emergency communications. This is especially
important when you consider the recent
hurricanes in Houston, Florida, and Puerto Rico
and the raging wildfires in California!
Next, if you don’t have a license at all, you will
want to study for your Technician Class license.
This is the beginner’s class license. A number of
companies put out physical books or flash cards
to study from or you can do all of your studying
online at places such as Ham Study. Feel free to
do a search online, as there are plenty of free
sites on which you can study for the test. Note:
For those in the area covered by the BC ARES
(Warsaw, Lincoln and Cole Camp), the BC ARES
offers a Library here!
After you have studied and you feel prepared,
you can reach out to the local Amateur Radio
club in your area. Many offer testing, as long as
they are given enough notice to line up VEs.
HOLD IT! What is a VE? A VE is a Volunteer
Examiner. These are the people who administer
the tests. They are often licensed through
organizations like the ARRL (Amateur Radio
Relay League) and are qualified to give you your
test.
Once you pass your test (which you find out the
day you take it), the FCC will then list you in its
database and you are officially a ham!

Finally, you are able to communicate on amateur
radio frequencies open to your license class.
Don’t worry, there’s a handy chart available
online or for purchase through most places
which have the books (they are also IN the
books). You can take part in contests or even
work with your local ARES!
Of course, if you already have a license and you
wish to upgrade, the steps are very similar.
We look forward to talking to new and upgraded
amateurs!
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AMATEUR RADIO
CAN GO ANYWHERE!

Getting away from televisions and video games and venturing out into the world to enjoy the weather while
you speak to people a world away is a fantastic way to spend a summer day!

1

NATIONAL PARKS
There are six national parks in Missouri!
There is a program called the Passport
Challenge you can take part in while
venturing out!
http://www.monationalparks.com/

2

MEMORIALS

3

DAMS

There are numerous memorials in the
state. They range from Civil War to Trail of
Tears to the Tri-State Marker and MORE!
Many of these memorials already have
amateur radio events attached to them!

There are about 20 dams and reservoirs in
Benton County. Some make great locations
to broadcast from, just make sure you
follow their rules and get permission if
required.

4

RV PARKS

5

ROUTE 66

6

HAMFESTS

While there are limitations (space,
interference), making 2m contacts from RV
parks can be fun and if you are fortunate
enough to meet other hams, you'd surely
have lots to talk about on summer nights!

We couldn't make recommendations in
Missouri without mentioning the iconic
Route 66! Not only can you travel the
scenic road, but there is a Route 66 Special
Event from September 8-16, 2018. You can
find more about it here: w6jbt.org.

These gatherings of amateur radio
enthusiasts provide excellent places to find
others who share your passion! Attending
a few of these during your road trip is a
fantastic idea!
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Amateur Radio Club

Socializing

WHAT IS
D.A.R.K.?

BENTON COUNTY'S NEWEST AMATEUR RADIO CLUB!
When you look around Benton

Established in April 2018, this

County, MO for an amateur radio

club also supports the efforts of

club to join, you need not look any

the Benton County, MO ARES

further than D.A.R.K. Dubbed the

group. More information on the

"Dam Amateur Radio Klub" for the

BC ARES is available at

clever acronym, this club focuses

bentoncountyares.org and

on gathering amateur radio

D.A.R.K. has a Facebook group

operators together while

here: https://www.facebook.com/

educating the public about dams

groups/188420968445428/ which

the club chooses to visit and

can provide membership

broadcast from during the year!

information!

Join us on the dark side, we have doughnuts!

FOR THIS PUBLICATION?
To my knowledge, this is the first
"magazine" created for amateur
radio operators in the Benton
County, MO area. I hope to tap
into the knowledge of Elmers and
continue to reach out to other
amateur radio clubs and ARES
groups around us to promote
camaraderie and cooperation. I
hope to spark some interest not
only in our hobby but in the

ROTIDE EHT KSA

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS

community as a whole!

YOU HAVE QUITE A FEW
HAMS GUEST WRITING IN

DO YOU INTEND TO ASK
MORE HAMS TO
PARTICIPATE AS GUEST
WRITERS?
I absolutely want to encourage other
hams to hop in and write, draw,
illustrate, or use whatever other

KE0LMY

THIS SEASON'S MAGAZINE.

abilities they have to make this
magazine unique!
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1

Radio

While this may be
simplifying the
necessities, it can be
quite easy to build your
ham radio setup and
get on the air!

3

2

Antenna

Power
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Benton County, MO
Harry S. Truman
Dam and Reservoir
Construction of the Harry S. Truman Dam and Reservoir
began in August 1964 and was completed in October 1979.
Managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Truman Lake
area encompasses 259 square miles of land and water.
The project was initiated for flood control measures and is
the largest flood control lake in the state of Missouri. At
normal pool the lake covers 56,000 acres, but when the pool
is at the top of flood control the number of acres increases
to 200,000, spreading into portions of four counties:
Benton, Henry, Hickory and St. Clair.
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A news article discusses current or recent news of either
general interest (i.e. daily newspapers) or of a specific topic
(i.e. political or trade news magazines, club newsletters, or
technology news websites).

One of the lessons we want to learn from Elmers is CW or Morse Code!
Per the ARRL:
Now simply called "CW", radio communication by Morse code was the only way to
communicate for the first decade or more of Amateur Radio. Radiotelegraphy, the
proper name, descends from landline (wired) telegraphy of the 19th century and
retains some of the old culture, including a rich set of abbreviations and
procedures. Morse sent by spark gap transmitter was the first wireless
communication mode. These "damped waves" were very broad and inefficient for
communication. They were soon replaced by "Continuous Wave" (CW)
transmission, using vacuum tube oscillators that were capable of a very pure note.
Today, modern Amateur Radio transceivers use solid state components and
microprocessors to support a variety of communication modes including CW,
voice, image and many digital data modes.
D.A.R.K. 22
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Local and
Regional
Nets
Sunday Missouri Emergency Services Net 3.963 NA 6:00 PM CST
Or 30 minutes earlier based on band conditions
Sunday Benton County, MO ARES 146.925 (-) 107.2 7:00 PM CST
Sunday Sedalia (Pettis) County ARC 147.030 (-) 179.9 8:00 PM CST
Sunday Warrensburg (Johnson County) 146.880 (-) 107.2 8:30 PM CST
Monday Polk County ARES 147.060 107.2 7:00 PM CST
Monday KC Blind ARC 145.130 NA 8:00 PM CST
Tuesday Cass County 147.120 151.4 7:30 PM CST
(except 3rd Tuesday of the month no net because of meeting)
Tuesday Southwest Missouri SKYWARN Training 146.955 (-) 192.8 7:00 PM CST
Tuesday Northside ARC 146.625 (-) 131.8 8:00 PM CST
(except the first Tuesday of the month because of the meeting)
Tuesday Lebanon ARC 146.700 (-) 88.5 7/8 PM CST
(depends on daylight savings)
Tuesday Lake of the Ozarks ARC 28.410 NA 9:00 PM CST
Wednesday Deepwater DMR ONLY 443.300 107.2 7-9 PM CST
Wednesday WAARCI Youth Net 146.88 (-) 107.2 7:30 PM CST
Wednesday Wheatshocker (Fusion) 147.300 C4FM NA 8:00 PM CST
Thursday Nixa ARC 147.075 127.3 7:30 PM CST
Friday District D ARES 147.075 127.3 7:30 PM CST
Saturday Lake of the Ozarks ARC 146.730 NA 9:00 AM CST
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Send
Samantha
a
message
on
Twitter
@ke0lmy

Ways you can
contact us:

Visit us on Facebook
@bentoncountyares

Come to one
of our public
appearances!

Give us a
call on
the
146.925
repeater
in
Warsaw,
MO!

Visit our website at
bentoncountyares.org!

Join the Dam Amateur Radio
Klub and our Facebook
group:
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/188420968445428/

Drop by a BC ARES
meeting on the second
Saturday of the month!

Contact Samantha
Henley via email at
ke0lmy@yahoo.com
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